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Abstract: A wide spectrum of digital data are becoming available to researchers and industries interested
in the recording, documentation, recognition, and reproduction of human activities. In this work,
we propose an approach for understanding and articulating human motion recordings into multimodal
datasets and VR demonstrations of actions and activities relevant to traditional crafts. To implement
the proposed approach, we introduce Animation Studio (AnimIO) that enables visualisation, editing,
and semantic annotation of pertinent data. AnimIO is compatible with recordings acquired by Motion
Capture (MoCap) and Computer Vision. Using AnimIO, the operator can isolate segments from
multiple synchronous recordings and export them in multimodal animation files. AnimIO can be
used to isolate motion segments that refer to individual craft actions, as described by practitioners.
The proposed approach has been iteratively designed for use by non-experts in the domain of 3D
motion digitisation.
Keywords: motion capture; computer vision; motion segmentation; motion retargeting; traditional crafts;
virtual reality; cultural heritage; intangible cultural heritage

1. Introduction
Annotations upon recordings are statements that enrich the curated content, by classifying these
recordings, or parts thereof, with respect to a vocabulary or by associating other media objects that
provide further information; e.g., the identification of an event, or an explanatory narration of what
is happening in the recorded scene. In traditional crafts and the production of handmade products,
gestures are part of the production process and may be specific to a technique or the use of a tool.
Photographic and video recordings were conventionally used to demonstrate actions. However,
in this way, there is no measurement of motion that can serve documentation purposes and accurate
re-enaction of the recorded actions. More recently, Motion Capture (MoCap) technologies enabled the
acquisition of measurements that are essential in documenting human activity.
We call motion segmentation the task of separating regions, features, or trajectories from a motion
recording that correspond to individual craft actions into coherent subsets of space and time.
Motion segmentation is key in the comprehension of human activities because it enables the
association of movements with entries in gesture vocabularies. By articulating motion into gestures,
a more insightful understanding of an activity is achieved because individual gestures can be isolated,
studied, and practiced. Using reference gestures, such as for rocking a treadle, sliding a shuttle,
and pulling at the batter, weaving on a loom can be understood as the iteration of three actions,
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rather than a continuous stream of hand and feet trajectories. In other words, motion segmentation
requires action/gesture recognition. Pertinent methods have been proposed for visual methods and
MoCap, e.g., [1–6].
What underlies recognition methods is the requirement for training examples. In the early days,
model-based recognition was explored with an emphasis in well-defined gesture vocabularies, such as those
of sign languages [7,8]. In these cases, gestures models were a priori specified and available in an analytical
and unambiguous form. More recently, computer vision, parallel computing, and machine learning
make the definition of gesture vocabularies based on examples more feasible [9,10]. The requirement of
analytical gesture models has, thus, been reduced to the provision of unambiguous training data, meaning
that (preferably several) examples of each vocabulary gesture are available.
In our case, the term training data means datasets of a person performing the activity of interest,
annotated per semantic action we wish to reference. In this context, training datasets have been
developed [11,12] that offer recordings of individual gestures, where an actor performs the gestures in
the environment of a motion capture laboratory. The segmentation of the examples is provided “by
construction” as training examples contain a gesture in each one. Existing datasets refer to generic
gestures and activities (i.e., the CMU Graphics Lab Motion Capture Database http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu/),
but no datasets for craft practice are available.
This work proposes a workflow for the creation of multimodal datasets. We consider that the
proposed approach will be used from professionals, not the technological domain but the cultural
heritage domain, whether they are curators or practitioners. As such, the proposed approach has been
designed with simplicity and using known user-interface metaphors, borrowed from video playback.
The objective of this design approach was to ensure that the outcome will be usable by all targeted
stakeholders requiring minimum prior knowledge and domain expertise. The approach is validated in
the context of motion recordings from two activities involved in traditional crafts, namely weaving
and mastic cultivation.
2. Background and Related Work
2.1. Multimodal Annotation Editors
Multimodal annotation editors have emerged from computational linguistics, in studies related
to human communication and interaction, i.e., [13–16]. The requirements included the annotation of
multimodal recordings capturing primarily audio, but also gestures, postures, gaze, facial expressions
and other factors.
The most prominent packages are Transana [17] and EXMARaLDA [18]. Although video is always
the second modality after audio recording, these editors are mainly dialogue-oriented. The VISTA
editor extends annotation capabilities by incorporating person location data, in order to monitor social
communication and motion in wider spaces. The ELAN [19] video annotation editor is a tool for the
annotation of interviews in controlled settings, which emphasises the simultaneous annotation of
audio and video.
The most relevant work to the proposed one is the ANVIL [20] annotation editor, which offers
facilities for the synchronisation and visualisation of MoCap data. A comparative evaluation of these
applications can be found in [21]. Another tool used in the industry, as a 3D character animation
software for the post-processing of animations, is MotionBuilder (https://www.autodesk.com/products/
motionbuilder/overview), but this does not support the multimodal motion segmentation.
2.2. Motion Recordings
Motion Capture (MoCap) refers to a wearable human motion recording modality that acquires
3D measurements of human motion, with a variety of technologies having been used for its
implementation [22]. The output of MoCap is a set of series of 3D locations. Each series records the
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3D locations of a physical point of the body. Optical, or Computer Vision systems estimate the same
information through 2D measurements in images or video.
The most widely used approach is optical MoCap and is achieved by the placement of markers
on the moving body [23]. Off the shelf products include OptiTrack (https://optitrack.com) and Vicon
(https://www.vicon.com/). The Inertial MoCap approach is based on Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs)
to record motion, woven within an elastic suit [24]. Off-the-shelf products include NANSENSE Biomed
MoCap System (https://www.nansense.com/) and Rokoko (https://www.rokoko.com). The topological
mapping of markers follows that of the human skeleton. Marker-less optical systems infer 3D motion
from conventional videos, using machine learning approaches that identify the human body and
recognize its posture given appropriate training data [25,26].
Motion recordings vary in accuracy and precision depending on the MoCap acquisition technology [27].
In general, optical MoCap is more accurate than inertial MoCap; however, research on inertial tracking
is active and producing frequent advances, tailored for the human body [28]. The least accuracy is
provided by marker-less optical systems, due to a lack of direct 3D measurements. Post-processing of
the recording is often required, a task that requires human supervision and interaction, and is facilitated
by a range of visual tools, such as MotionBuilder (https://www.autodesk.com/products/motionbuilder/
overview), Blender (https://www.blender.org/), and Maya (https://de.rebusfarm.net/en/3d-software/
maya-render-farm), etc.
In all cases, the topology of markers is known and employed in the organisation of measurements.
When capturing motion, markers are purposefully placed in association with the actual skeletal joints,
delimiting its rigid components (actual bones). In this way, the hierarchic structure of the human skeleton
is accounted for in the representation of human motion. In facial MoCap the markers are placed in
association with anatomical locations on the face, such as the mouth and eyebrows, which are controlled
by facial muscles and determine the expression of facial gestures (facial expressions).
2.3. This Work
Taking into consideration the above-mentioned related work and limitations, in this work, the following
are provided.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

An approach for the transformation of human motion recordings into VR demonstrations through
segmentation of motion recordings (e.g., video, MoCap data, Visual Tracking outputs, etc.) and
motion retargeting to Virtual Humans. This approach includes a solution to the interoperability
problem of the multiple types of human motion recordings, as per the skeletal model.
A software application implementing the proposed approach named Animation Studio (AnimIO).
The implementation, targets the widely adopted Unity3D (https://unity.com/) game engine,
thus allowing wide adoption and further improvement of the presented research outcomes.
A simple user interface. The solutions described above require technical background on the topics
of 3D surface representation, kinematics, and differential geometry. In this work, we strive to
provide simple and straightforward solutions including tools to assist these tasks. AnimIO is
iteratively designed and evaluation with the participation of usability and motion digitisation
experts. AnimIO is provided as a resource tailored for use by non-experts in motion digitisation
(non-domain experts).
Advanced motion visualisations. Three-dimensional visualisation of the recorded motion is provided
by skeletal and avatar animation.
Photorealistic 3D visualisation based on motion retargeting, for the inclusion of results in
VR demonstrations.

3. Overview of Approach
The proposed approach is overviewed in Figure 1. Our approach starts with understanding the
studied craft process, defining pertinent activities, and recording them using video and/or MoCap.
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Motion Retargeting: This maps 3D motion data from the animation file to a rigged avatar model
in Unity3D and ensures that all aspects of the animation are appropriately transferred to the avatar
through a bone-mapping procedure.
VR preview: This is the integration of the created animations to a VR environment, to preview the
recorded craft processes performed by an avatar.
4. The AnimIO Video Annotation Editor
4.1. Rationale of Implementation
AnimIO was developed for the post-processing of multimodal recording of practitioner motions.
AnimIO enables the visualisation, editing, and annotation of 3D animation files, obtained by Motion
Capture (MoCap) or optical tracking. In this tool, the user simultaneously accesses multiple
synchronised recordings and facilitates the isolation of multimodal recording segments. AnimIO was
created to address the lack of a solution, which enables the annotation of segments, in synchronised
video recordings and MoCap animations.
Furthermore, this work proposes an approach for simple and straightforward motion retargeting
in Unity3D rather than requiring the usage of an intermediate application, i.e., Blender (https:
//www.blender.org/). Using Unity3D for the retargeting tasks directly simplifies the conventional
workflow for this task.
4.2. Representation of Human Motion and Posture
Human posture is represented by a hypothetical skeleton. This skeleton is comprised of bones,
each one representing a rigidly moving segment of the skeleton. Bones are hierarchically arranged.
Human motion is represented by the animation of this skeleton in time.
Many craft actions do not regard the entire body but are relevant only to hand or feet, which are
represented as branches in the hierarchical structure. Hierarchical representation of motion enables the
annotation to refer to such an anatomical branch of the hierarchical structure. The representation of
motion supported by this work acknowledges the hierarchical structure of the human skeleton and
utilizes this concept to more specifically annotate the recorded motion.
For this purpose, AnimIO uses the BioVision Hierarchical data (BVH) format, an open, text-based
format that supports a hierarchical structure that can be used to represent the human skeleton.
Format specification details can be found in [29]. The BVH file consists of two parts. The first part of
the BVH file defines the number of bones and their lengths, as well as their hierarchical organization.
The number of bones is determined for inertial MoCap by the number of sensors and optical methods
by the complexity of the skeleton model. The hierarchical organization defines the joints between
the bones of the skeleton. The second part describes the recorded motion of this structure in time,
as the modulation of joint angles. For each joint, three angles define a rotation in SO(3), thus enabling
composition operations across branches of the hierarchy. This means that when a shoulder joint exhibits
angular motion, the entire arm inherits this motion, including the elbow, wrist, and fingers. At the
same time, individual angles at the joints of the latter are composed “on top” of the shoulder motion.
4.3. User Interface (UI)
The AnimIO UI is composed of four (4) main panels (Figure 2). The top panel (green) is the menu
bar from which the users have access to the main project-based functionality. The middle panel is
divided into two segments. The left segment (blue) is the video window, where the video is shown and
included the video playback control buttons (play/pause/stop). The segment on the right (magenta)
shows the 3D animation along with a toolbar for manipulating the observation viewpoint (translation/
rotation/scale). The bottom panel (yellow) is the timeline which (i) controls both video and animation
playback and (ii) enables the annotation of multimodal segments to be isolated within an animation file.
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(Left): Timeline segment and controls. (Right): Segments library.

Users can export their created video and MoCap segments. Segments can be exported atomically
or merged into a single video and animation file (Figure 6).
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4.7. Implementation
4.7.1. Project Structure
Each project in AnimIO is stored in an individual file, which contains links to the input media sources.
The structure of the motion files determines the profile that should be used to achieve the appropriate
parsing and interpretations. Project files include additional parameters such as the number of animation
frames and the segments the user has created. Each segment is defined by an id, a description, a start
frame and an end frame, as well as a thumbnail, which is usually the first frame image of the selected
part of the video or BVH. The format used for the project file is JSON (https://www.json.org/json-en.html)
encoded strings.
4.7.2. BVH Parser
A BVH parser was created to load the BVH file and transform the data into data structures for usage
in Unity3D, to visualize the skeleton and motion data. The BVH format does not include information
about the scale and orientation of joints. As such, there exist multiple conventions utilized to encode
motion, adopted by individual applications suites. AnimIO accounts for multiple BVH sources and
conventions using Convention Profiles. These profiles allow conversion between left/right-handed
systems and/or the definition of global or per-axis scaling factors. Furthermore, the profiles contain
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a sequence of the transformations required for the data to (a) be displayed appropriately in AnimIO
and (b) be exported uniformly to simplify the retargeting task later on.
4.7.3. Video Integration
For video decoding, AnimIO employs FFMpeg (https://ffmpeg.org/), a powerful cross-platform
multimedia framework that allows the manipulation of almost every video format available. FFMpeg is
a command-line tool, thus we developed a Wrapper class that handles the processes required by
the application. The Wrapper class encapsulates a thread responsible for executing the FFMpeg tool
with the appropriate command-line arguments, receives the produced output, and provides it to the
application. The duration of some of the invoked operations is long (i.e., merging videos) and, thus,
we use a thread upon their usage to avoid compromising user experience.
5. Design
Rapid prototyping and agile development techniques were used. As such, in the first design
iteration, paper-based prototypes were produced. These prototypes were used to implement the first
functional version of the tool. The first version was inspected by a technology domain expert with
experience in video editing software and techniques. This iteration produced a list of found issues
and suggestions for improvements. The improvements were directly applied to the tool leading to
its second version, which was then released for actual use for the post-processing of the collected
motion recording datasets. Feedback received in the form of issues observed during its usage (‘beta’
testing) and suggestions for improvements led to the third design iteration of the tool. The third
version of the tool was then evaluated by two human–computer interaction usability and interaction
design experts, using the cognitive walkthrough inspection method. Reported issues and suggestions
for improvements from this iteration were implemented in the tool with the close collaboration of
an interaction designer and the development team. Based on the suggestions, the fourth version of the
tool, incorporating all the above-mentioned suggestions, was implemented. The evaluation was part
of the Mingei Innovation Action, of the H2020 Programme of the EC (http://www.mingei-project.eu/).
AnimIO will be provided free of charge as an outcome of Mingei, as a tool for craft representation
and Sci.
presentation.
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implementing direct mouse-based manipulation. Furthermore, in the timeline, the expert requested
that we include image-based previews from the video and motion stream and simplify the selection
of the start and end locations to perform a motion segmentation task. Additionally, the expert found
that the video playback functionality was misplaced and should be below the video reproduction
pane. Finally, a minor comment included the placement of labels for all image button controls and
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reported a list of issues along with suggestions for improvements. The expert found it difficult to
manipulate the 3D preview of the motion due to the complex navigation structure and they suggested
implementing direct mouse-based manipulation.
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task. Additionally,
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that
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and
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that
functionality was misplaced and should be below the video reproduction
pane. Finally,
Finally, a minor comment
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the placement
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of labels
labels for
for all image button controls and
the support of both a full-screen and a windowed mode of operation.
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Figure
Figure 8.
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AnimIO version
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Mingei performing
performing
the
motion
segmentation
task.
During
this
iteration,
consortium
partners
commented
on
the motion segmentation task. During this iteration, consortium partners commented on the UI identity
of the prototype and requested that we follow the identity of the project. Furthermore, they requested
that we move the controls related to the timeline below the timeline strip to provide better mapping
of functionality. Finally, they noticed that the video and 3D preview panels should have the same
size and requested that we make the segments list foldable so as not to be constantly present while
using the software. The combined feedback from the above users led to another round of design
improvements implemented on the functional tool.
5.3. Third Design Iteration
Based on the feedback received from the second inspection, adjustments in the design and the
functionality were implemented on the functional application prototype. As these were minor adjustments,
the improvements were implemented directly on the functional version for quick release.
The resultant, improved version of the functional application prototype (Figure 9) was then
inspected by two HCI usability and interaction design experts, who conducted a cognitive walkthrough.
As these experts had no prior familiarity with the tool and its purpose, a description of the context
of use and its purpose was given to them before the evaluation. The outcomes of the cognitive
walkthrough evaluation resulted in aesthetic, functional, and usability recommendations and some
additional general comments.
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Functional recommendations included the support for importing video files
the creation
of
a project, the inclusion of buttons for complex 3D operations such as scale and rotate, the addition of
a project, the inclusion of buttons for complex 3D operations such as scale and rotate, the addition of
frames from the 3D motion stream in the timeline preview, the provision of a toolbar for users to
frames from the 3D motion stream in the timeline preview, the provision of a toolbar for users to select
select the start and end frames of a segment and the updating of the status of playback buttons when
the start
and(on
end
of alibrary)
segment
and thethe
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The usability recommendations included the addition of descriptive hover labels for all button
The
usability
recommendations
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addition
hover labels for all button
and the
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of a help page with
instructions
how to of
usedescriptive
the tool.
and the provision of a help page with instructions on how to use the tool.
Overall the general comments of the evaluators were that in its final form, the software tool will
be easy to use and learn as it uses a conventional UI structure and elements found in common video
editing software. Even a user with average computer skills and some limited experience in editing
would be able to use it effectively, as the complex operations are hidden from the user. The tool is
easy to install and open in a desktop computer, as it requires a single click of the initialization button.
Adding a help section in the tool would ensure that a beginner user would get the appropriate guidance
in using this tool.

5.4. Fourth Design Iteration
The fourth version of the tool incorporated all the above-mentioned suggestions (see Figure 10).
Major improvements include the timeline visualisation (see Figure 10, timeline container) and the preview
of animation files via on-the-fly retargeting of animation to avatars (see Figure 11). This produces
a more readable representation and integrates the same approach that we follow for retargeting motion
in Unity3D (see Section 6.4.2).
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The fourth version of the tool incorporated all the above-mentioned suggestions (see Figure 10).
Major improvements include the timeline visualisation (see Figure 10, timeline container) and the
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produces a more readable representation and integrates the same approach that we follow for
retargeting motion in Unity3D (see Section 6.4.2).
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enabled the planning of the recording activities and acquisition of data.
6.2. Motion Recordings
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details as well as craft process aspects that are considered important by practitioners and sometimes
not evident to an observer without prior knowledge. The results enabled the planning of the recording
activities and acquisition of data.
6.2. Motion Recordings
The recording sessions were organised by studying the loom area and organising the placement
of recording equipment. The practitioner was recorded using inertial MoCap and marker-less optical
tracking from video.
The practitioner motion was captured using the NANSENSE system. This system consists of a fullbody suit composed of 52 IMU sensors placed throughout the body and hands. The sensors allow
measuring the articulated spine chain, shoulders, limbs, and fingertips at a rate of 90 Hz.
Video recordings of the session were acquired from two views. The objective was to support data
segmentation. In this way, each gesture is described by one motion file and two video segments from
the respective viewpoints. Given the tasks planned to be recorded, camera placement ensured that
the recording contained the views required for the sufficient documentation of the task. For example,
Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 7325
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Figure 12. Motion recording setup.
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Table 1. Multimodal gestures vocabulary for weaving.

Task
Creating a card
Beam preparation
Wrapping the beam
Weaving with small size loom

Number of Gestures
1
5
1
3
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Table 1. Multimodal gestures vocabulary for weaving.
Task

Number of Gestures

Creating a card

1

Beam preparation

5

Wrapping the beam

1

Weaving with small size loom

3

Weaving with medium size loom

3

Weaving with large size loom

3

6.4. Animation Libraries and Motion Retargeting
6.4.1. Implementation of Avatars
The compatibility of the approach with several avatars exported from 3D modelling software was
tested.
Appl. Sci. 2020,For
10, this
7325 purpose, multiple avatars were created in Poser Pro 11 (https://www.posersoftware.
15 of 18
com/), Adobe Fuse (https://www.adobe.com/gr_en/products/fuse.html) and Character Creator (https:
//www.reallusion.com/character-creator/).
avatars
were structure
exported from
the imported
creation software
the bone
mapping process which dependsThese
on the
skeletal
of the
avatar.and
In this
imported to Unity3D. Then, the retargeting process was done following the methodology presented in
way, we were able to validate the correct retargeting of motion across a wide range of body types.
the next section. The only variation of the procedure was the bone mapping process which depends
We conclude that the methodology was replicable with successful mapping of motion for all tested
on the skeletal structure of the imported avatar. In this way, we were able to validate the correct
avatars.
retargeting of motion across a wide range of body types. We conclude that the methodology was
replicable with successful mapping of motion for all tested avatars.

6.4.2. Motion Retargeting

6.4.2. Motion Retargeting

For the retargeting task, the animation libraries were imported to Unity3D in the form of motion
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to the bones of the imported avatar. This is achieved by the usage of the UniHumanoid library.
the bones of the imported avatar. This is achieved by the usage of the UniHumanoid library. Pose transfer
transfer is used to make the avatar assume the posture of the ideal skeletal structure. The result of
is used to make the avatar assume the posture of the ideal skeletal structure. The result of this task is the
this task is the transformation of motion data to an animation performed by the avatar. Figure 13
transformation of motion data to an animation performed by the avatar. Figure 13 shows an example
shows
an example for the case of weaving acquired by the usage of the segmented data of the loom
for the case of weaving acquired by the usage of the segmented data of the loom (see Table 1) in
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MoCap
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in
Unity3D
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(middle), retargeted animation in Unity3D (right).

6.5. VR Preview
For previewing the animations in a 3D virtual environment, the following method was followed.
Initially, a 3D model of a building structure was used to create the virtual world where the crafting
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6.5. VR Preview
For previewing the animations in a 3D virtual environment, the following method was followed.
Initially, a 3D model of a building structure was used to create the virtual world where the crafting
process will be presented (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/urban/furnishedcabin-71426). A loom model was imported into the scene (https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/model/
aefc831b85e940fac2f4a75b7b3fb6d0/Loom-szovoszek) and the avatar was placed in his initialisation
state (T-pose) in approximation with the loom. For the demonstration, an animation sequence was
generated that iterates the basic weaving animations. In Figure 14, a screen capture from the weaving
Appl. Sci.
10,shown.
7325
16 of 18
processes
in 2020,
VR is

Figure14.
14.Weaving
Weaving VR
Figure
VR example.
example.
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together with the avatar and imported to Unity3D. This resulted in several incompatibility issues and
animations was conducted in external software and then the animations were exported together with
animation problems; e.g., animation is previewed in the source software correctly but not in the
the avatar and imported to Unity3D. This resulted in several incompatibility issues and animation
destinations, etc. Thus, a reusable methodology could enable this task to take place in a more
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The selection of Unity3D, a widely adopted platform, made it possible to accomplish mapping, in
a single
softwareand
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with repeatable
retargeting,
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of motion
both in 3Dresults.
and VR using the same software stack, thus
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proposed
methodology.
The
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Unity3D,ofa the
widely
adopted
platform, made it possible to accomplish mapping,
retargeting, and a preview of motion both in 3D and VR using the same software stack, thus simplifying
7. Discussion and Future Work
the application of the proposed methodology.
In this work, an approach to the transformation of human motion to VR demonstrations was
presented. Regarding future work interventions, the upcoming advancements include isolating
motion of certain body members. This is useful when (a) presenting a gesture that involves only some
of the limbs of the body and when (b) presenting concurrent body motions. To “silence” the motion
of some limbs hierarchically, we are going to employ the rigged model hierarchy. This follows much
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7. Discussion and Future Work
In this work, an approach to the transformation of human motion to VR demonstrations was
presented. Regarding future work interventions, the upcoming advancements include isolating motion
of certain body members. This is useful when (a) presenting a gesture that involves only some of
the limbs of the body and when (b) presenting concurrent body motions. To “silence” the motion of
some limbs hierarchically, we are going to employ the rigged model hierarchy. This follows much of
the approach on human motion representation, formed in [30]. By allowing the selection of different
simplified animation elements, such as cubes and spheres, AnimIO is intended to simplify this task.
Furthermore, future improvements include the simultaneous handling of multiple video sources.
Finally, to further elaborate on the usability of the tool, a user-based study is planned to validate system
design and evaluate usability and user experience for different user types (e.g., researchers, curators,
users from the Cultural and Creative sector).
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